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METHOD AND APPARATUS PERTAINING TO 
THE SENDING OF MESSAGES LACKING 

IDENTIFIED RECIPIENTS 

FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY 

0001. The present disclosure relates to the sending of mes 
sages in an electronic device and more particularly to the 
sending of messages between processing entities. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Many modern electronic devices, such so-called 
Smartphones, tablet/pad-styled computers, and so forth, Sup 
port a plurality of processing entities. This can include both 
hardware-centric processing entities (such as, for example, 
card or component-based processing entities) as well as Soft 
ware applications that run on hardware shared, at least from 
time to time, with other software applications. In many cases 
the electronic device can provide multitasking Support that 
permits a plurality of Such processing entities to operate 
effectively simultaneously with one another. 
0003. The ease and utility of the user experience often 
benefits from useful interaction amongst two or more of these 
processing entities. In many cases Such interaction benefits 
(or even requires) that at least one such processingentity send 
a message to another such processing entity. Unfortunately, 
under Some operating circumstances the Sourcing/sending 
entity may not be able to identify a specific recipient notwith 
standing a present need to send such a message. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0004 FIG. 1 is a block diagram in accordance with the 
disclosure. 
0005 FIG. 2 is a block diagram in accordance with the 
disclosure. 
0006 FIG. 3 is a flow diagram in accordance with the 
disclosure. 
0007 FIG. 4 is a flow diagram in accordance with the 
disclosure. 
0008 FIG. 5 is a screen shot in accordance with the dis 
closure. 
0009 FIG. 6 is a screen shot in accordance with the dis 
closure. 
0010 FIG. 7 is a screen shot in accordance with the dis 
closure. 
0.011 FIG. 8 is a screen shot in accordance with the dis 
closure. 
0012 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram in accordance with the 
disclosure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0013 The following describes an apparatus and method 
pertaining to leveraging opportunities to send messages even 
when no recipients are yet identified. By one approach a 
control circuit detects such an opportunity and identifies, 
without user input, a specific recipient from amongst a plu 
rality of possible recipients of the message. This identifica 
tion can be based, for example, on metadata regarding at least 
some of the possible recipients. If desired, at least some of this 
metadata can be self-sourced by the possible recipients. The 
control circuit can use one or more predetermined selection 
criteria to select only one of the candidate recipients as the 
specific recipient. 
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0014. By another approach, employed in lieu of the fore 
going or in combination therewith, upon detecting the afore 
mentioned opportunity the control circuit determines a 
domain context for the message and uses that domain context 
along with information corresponding to the message to 
query an invocation framework that cannot itself natively 
intuit domain context from the information. Received pos 
sible recipients are then presented via a display. A user can 
then make an appropriate selection from amongst the pre 
sented possible recipients. 
0015 For simplicity and clarity of illustration, reference 
numerals may be repeated among the figures to indicate cor 
responding or analogous elements. Numerous details are set 
forth to provide an understanding of the embodiments 
described herein. The embodiments may be practiced without 
these details. In other instances, well-known methods, proce 
dures, and components have not been described in detail to 
avoid obscuring the embodiments described. The description 
is not to be considered as limited to the scope of the embodi 
ments described herein. 
0016. The various actions described herein will typically 
be carried out by an appropriate enablingapparatus of choice. 
More particularly, such an apparatus will typically include a 
control circuit that carries out Such actions in cooperation 
with other components as appropriate. FIG. 1 presents an 
illustrative example of such an apparatus 100 and control 
circuit 101. 
0017. In this example the control circuit 101 operably 
couples to a memory 102 as well as a user-input interface 103, 
a user-output interface 104, and a network interface 105. Such 
a control circuit 101 can comprise a fixed-purpose hard-wired 
platform or can comprise a partially or wholly programmable 
platform. These architectural options are well known and 
understood in the art and require no further description here. 
This control circuit 101 is configured (for example, by using 
corresponding programming as will be well understood by 
those skilled in the art) to carry out one or more of the steps, 
actions, and/or functions described herein. 
0018. The memory 102 may be integral to the control 
circuit 101 or can be physically discrete (in whole or in part) 
from the control circuit 101 as desired. This memory 102 can 
serve, for example, to non-transitorily store the computer 
instructions that, when executed by the control circuit 101, 
cause the control circuit 101 to behave as described herein. 
(As used herein, this reference to “non-transitorily will be 
understood to refer to a non-ephemeral state for the stored 
contents (and hence excludes when the stored contents 
merely constitute signals or waves) rather than Volatility of 
the storage media itself and hence includes both non-volatile 
memory (such as read-only memory (ROM) as well as vola 
tile memory (such as an erasable programmable read-only 
memory (EPROM).) 
0019. The user-input interface 103 can comprise any of a 
variety of user-input mechanisms (such as, but not limited to, 
keyboards and keypads, cursor-control devices, touch-sensi 
tive displays, speech-recognition interfaces, gesture-recogni 
tion interfaces, and so forth) as are known in the art to facili 
tate receiving information and/or instructions from a user. 
The user-output interface 104, in turn, can comprise any of a 
variety of user-output mechanisms (such as, but not limited 
to, visual displays, audio transducers, printers, and so forth) 
to facilitate providing information to a user. 
0020. The network interface 105 can comprise one or 
more of a variety of network interfacing mechanisms includ 
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ing both wireless and non-wireless interfaces. These teach 
ings will accommodate using any of a variety of Such inter 
faces including, for example, short-range transceivers (such 
as BLUETOOTHTM-compatible transceivers), mid-range 
transceivers (such as Wi-FiTM-compatible transceivers), and 
long-range transceivers (such as any of a variety of cellular 
telephony-based transceivers). 
0021 For the sake of a more complete example in these 
regards, and to illustrate more fully one example of an 
enabling apparatus (but without intending any limitations by 
way of the specificity of these examples, FIG. 2 presents an 
example where the apparatus 100 comprises in particular a 
portable wireless communications device. 
0022. In this example a variety of communication func 

tions, including data and Voice communications, are per 
formed through a communication Subsystem 204 that oper 
ably couples to the aforementioned control circuit 101. The 
communication Subsystem receives messages from and sends 
messages to a wireless network 250. 
0023 The wireless network 250 may be any type of wire 
less network, including, but not limited to, a wireless data 
networks, a wireless voice network, or a network that Sup 
ports both voice and data communications. The control cir 
cuit 101 may also operably couple to a secondary communi 
cation subsystem 232 (such as an 802.11 or 802.16 
compatible transceiver and/or a BLUETOOTHTM 
compatible transceiver). To identify a subscriber for network 
access, the portable electronic device may utilize a Subscriber 
Identity Module or a Removable User Identity Module (SIM/ 
RUIM) card 238 for communication with a network, such as 
the wireless network 250. Alternatively, user identification 
information may be programmed into the aforementioned 
memory 102. 
0024. A power source 242, such as one or more recharge 
able batteries or a port to an external power Supply, powers the 
electronic device. The control circuit 101 may interact with an 
accelerometer 236 that may be utilized to detect direction of 
gravitational forces or gravity-induced reaction forces. The 
control circuit 101 also interacts with a variety of other com 
ponents, such as a Random Access Memory (RAM) 208, an 
auxiliary input/output (I/O) subsystem 224, a data port 226, a 
speaker 228, a microphone 230, and other device subsystems 
234 of choice. 
0025. The above-described user-input interface 103 and 
user-output interface 104 can comprise, by one approach, a 
display 212 that is disposed in conjunction with a touch 
sensitive overlay 214 that operably couples to an electronic 
controller 216. Together these components can comprise a 
touch-sensitive display that serves as a graphical-user inter 
face. Information, Such as text, characters, symbols, images, 
icons, and other items may be displayed on the touch-sensi 
tive display via the control circuit 101. Such an interface can 
also perceive a variety of user gestures such as a Swiping 
fingertip. Generally speaking, a Swipe is a touch that begins at 
one location on the touch-sensitive display and ends at 
another location (as when the user places their fingertip on the 
touch-sensitive display and then drags their fingertip along 
the surface of the touch-sensitive display before finally lifting 
their fingertip from that surface). 
0026. The apparatus 100 in this example includes an oper 
ating system 246 and software programs, applications, or 
components 248 that are executed by the control circuit 101 
and that are typically stored in a persistent, updatable store 
Such as the memory 102. Additional applications or programs 
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may be loaded onto the portable electronic device through the 
wireless network 250, the auxiliary I/O subsystem 224, the 
data port 226, the secondary communications Subsystem 232, 
or any other suitable subsystem 234. 
0027. As a communication device, a received signal such 
as a text message, an e-mail message, or web page download 
is processed by the communication Subsystem and input to 
the control circuit 101. The control circuit 101 processes the 
received signal for output to the display 212 and/or to the 
auxiliary I/O Subsystem 224. A user may generate data items, 
for example e-mail messages, that may be transmitted over 
the wireless network 250 through the communication sub 
system. For Voice communications, the overall operation of 
the portable electronic device is similar. The speaker 228 
outputs audible information converted from electrical sig 
nals, and the microphone 230 converts audible information 
into electrical signals for processing. 
0028. For the sake of an illustrative example, the following 
description will presume the use of such an apparatus 100. It 
will again be understood, however, that no particular limita 
tions are intended in these regards. It will also be presumed 
that the control circuit 101 is configured to effect an invoca 
tion framework by which a given client can send an invoke 
message to a target. Invocation more specifically addresses 
locating a target instance (spawning one if necessary) and 
delivering the invocation message. Although the present 
teachings are not necessarily limited to only an invocation 
framework, it may be helpful to the reader to present an 
in-depth review of the invocation framework contemplated 
herein. 
0029. As mentioned above, invocation is the process by 
which a client can send an invocation message to a target and 
includes in a given instance locating a target instance and 
delivering the corresponding invocation message. That said, 
an invocation framework can also accommodate other activi 
ties as well if desired. Examples of such additional activities 
include, but are not limited to, Card Invocation (spawning a 
Card target), Viewer Invocation (spawning a Viewer target), 
Service Invocation (spawning an on-demand Service target), 
Brokering (locating an appropriate handler for invocation by 
matching invoke and target filter metadata), Querying (pro 
viding a list of best fit Supporting targets for a specified 
invocation), Target presentation (providing query results with 
icons and labels that can be used to present the list to a user), 
and File Transfer Handling (managing the transfer of file 
based data between private data areas as correspond to vari 
ous processing entities). 
0030 Per this illustrative example, an invoke is a passive 
data structure that describes the action to be performed and 
the data to act on (for example, a request). If desired, an 
invoke can also comprise an action that has been performed 
and the data describing it (for example, a notification). An 
invocation may be passed to a target when it is started (and 
therefore comprise an invoke on launch) or as a message once 
the target is running. 
0031. For the sake of an illustrative example, it will be 
presumed here that an invocation may contain: (1) a Target 
(an optional identifier of the target that should handle the 
invocation); (2) a Source (optional identifiers (for example, 
gid/dname) for the sender; (3) an Action (at least one string 
identifying the action to be performed; (4) Data (the data to be 
acted on as identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) 
that points to the data, the Multipurpose Internet Mail Exten 
sion (MIME) type that describes the type and format of the 
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data and, optionally data value for Small data transfers; and 
(5) Metadata (an additional optional string included by the 
sender. Accordingly, by one approach a valid invocation must 
include either a MIME type, a URI, or both. 
0032. The aforementioned target comprises a component 
(such as, for example, a processing entity) that is able to 
handle an invocation. At runtime, targets are hosted by a 
corresponding process. A target may therefore be part of a 
larger component Such as but not limited to an application, a 
card, a viewer, a service and so forth. By one approach the 
target host will declare the target in its application descriptor 
against an entry-point. When declaring a target, a globally 
unique target-key can be provided. In order to help with the 
selection of a unique value the key format can follow a reverse 
Domain Name System (DNS) structure (akin, for example, to 
a JavaTM package name) though other approaches are cer 
tainly available. By one approach an over-riding system 
authority can assure that such target keys are unique within a 
given system. 
0033. An illustrative example of such an application 
descriptor XML can be declared, for example, as shown in 
Table 1: 

TABLE 1. 

<invoke-target id="blackberry.imageview - 
<entry-point-id-entry.point key-entry-point-id 
<entry-point-name>Image Views.entry-point-name> if optional, if 

omitted the 
label will 

default to the associated entry-point label 
<icon-Kicon- if optional, if 

omitted icon 
will default 

to 

associated entry-point icon 
<invoke-target-types-applications invoke-target-types 
... can declare filters here 

</invoke-target 

0034. An invocation framework will also accommodate 
system targets if desired. By one approach a system target 
may choose a target-key from within a reserved root domain. 
AS Such, when developing a system target consult a system 
target-key registry to register for a unique target key for your 
system target. 

0035. The aforementioned action value is a string that 
names an action to be performed by the target or in Some cases 
an action that has occurred and regarding which the target is 
being notified. By one approach the action name comprises a 
compound name such as bb.action.OPEN. (Those skilled in 
the art will recognize and understand the foregoing to merely 
be a Suggestion as to one possible convention in these regards 
with numerous other possibilities being available.) 
0036. In this illustrative example the invocation frame 
work can Support at least two key action types, discoverable 
actions and menu actions. Discoverable actions are declared 
in target filters and can be returned as a result of querying the 
invocation framework. Discoverable actions facilitate late 
binding by allowing clients to look up “best fit” targets. If 
desired, new discoverable actions can be added to the plat 
form by declaring them in a target filter. If desired, the invo 
cation framework can also Support at least a third action type 
for undeclared/non-discoverable actions (so categorized by 
virtue of not being identified by any target filters but which are 
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known privately, for example, to at least two parties and 
which can be invoked and discovered (for example, by a 
corresponding query)). 
0037. By one approach, the available discoverable actions 
can include a so-called “most intuitive operation” (MIO). The 
MIO is the action that should be performed implicitly when 
the user taps an item (as opposed to executingatap-and-hold). 
This can comprise, for example, assigning a VIEW action as 
the MIO. Tapping content (such as a document email attach 
ment) could therefore be realized by creating an invocation 
based on the discoverable action bb.action.VIEW and the 
type of the tapped content. The invocation framework could 
then invoke the default target for that action/typefuri combi 
nation. 

0038. If desired, when an invocation is sent that does not 
specify an action, the invocation framework can default the 
action value to the MIO. If no appropriate handlers are found 
for the MIO, the invocation framework can default to a default 
action, such as an OPEN action. If no candidates are found 
that support the default action then the invocation can be 
treated as a failure. 

0039 Menu actions, on the other hand, are discoverable 
actions that can be presented in menus and have an associated 
presentation icon and label for different locales. A few illus 
trative examples of menu actions could include bb.action. 
OPEN (corresponding to an action to display the content with 
the full application capability; for example, using menu ction 
bb.action.OPEN on a document would open the document for 
editing), bb.action. SET (corresponding to an action to assign 
the value of the content; for example, using the action bb.ac 
tion. SET with an image may be used to assign the system 
wallpaper), and bb.action. SHARE (corresponding to an 
action to transfer the content to the target; for example, shar 
ing an image to BLUETOOTHTM would transfer the image to 
another device via BLUETOOTHTM). 
0040. In the present example data is a URI, MIME type, 
and value combination. The URI describes the location of the 
data to be acted on, while the MIME type describes the type 
and format of the data. In some cases the MIME may be 
inferred from the URI but the present teachings make it pos 
sible for the sender to specify the MIME type of the data to 
which the URI points. If a MIME type is specified then type 
inference need not be applied and the specified type simply 
used. If the URI is not specified it can be implied that the data 
is being transferred in-band (that is, in the body of the invoke 
message) and can be found within the data value portion of 
the message. As an illustrative example, the implied URI can 
be data://local in a given application setting. 
0041. The data value is optional and may not be used if the 
data is sent out of band (for example, pursuant to a file 
transfer). It is the responsibility of the client/target to agree on 
the known format of the data pointed to by the URI on the 
basis of the MIME type. In order to help coordinate these 
agreements, a corresponding Invoke Action-Type Registry 
can contain the complete set of known types and formats. 
When specifying the MIME type, an invocation may, by one 
approach, use wild cards to denote any (e.g. “ ”) or any 
Subtype (e.g. “image?). 
0042. In the present illustrative example the invocation 
framework will support both bound and unbound invocation. 
In general, when sending an invocation the client must iden 
tify the target recipient using its target-key. Clients can use 
bound invocation to invoke well known/common platform 
targets. Bound invocation can be used along with the query 
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facilities in order to first select a “best fit candidate and then 
perform directed invocation. Targets may receive bound invo 
cations even if they have not declared any target filters. As a 
matter of convention a bound invocation can provide an 
action value indicating what action should be performed. 
That said, bound invocations need not be subject to brokering 
if desired so the invocation framework need not inspect the 
action, type, or URI attributes. 
0043 Clients perform unbound invocation by sending the 
invocation without specifying a target. For unbound invoca 
tion, the invocation framework performs candidate brokering 
and selection in order to locate an appropriate target. 
0044. By one approach, and referring to FIG. 3, these 
teachings will Support having the aforementioned control 
circuit 101 detect, at 301, a first opportunity to send a message 
with no recipient yet identified. Apropos to the foregoing this 
opportunity can correspond to a client having send an 
unbound invocation. 
0045. At 302, the control circuit 101 can then identify, 
without user input, a specific recipient from amongst a plu 
rality of possible recipients 303 of the message. This plurality 
of possible recipients 303 can include, by one approach and at 
the very least, a plurality of different processing entities. By 
one approach this activity includes, at least in part, developing 
a pool that comprises a plurality of candidate recipients as a 
function, at least in part, of metadata regarding at least some 
of the possible recipients 303. At least some of this metadata 
can be self-sourced by corresponding possible recipients if 
desired. In any event, by one approach the control circuit 101 
can use at least one predetermined selection criterion to select 
only one of the candidate recipients as the specific recipient. 
0046. At 304 the control circuit 101 can then send the 
message to the selected specific recipient. 
0047. By way of a more-specific example in these same 
regards (but without intending any limitations in these 
regards by way of this specificity), unbound invocations can 
be required to provide a MIME type, a URI, or both. If an 
unbound invoke does not specify an action, by one approach 
the invocation framework can apply its own logic. The latter 
can comprise, for example, looking for a handler for a VIEW 
action and falls back to an OPEN action if no view handlers 
are found. In this example, if no OPEN action handlers are 
then found the invocation will fail. 
0048. By one approach the invocation framework will 
accommodate determining the candidate targets for an invo 
cation by querying. As part of the query the invocation frame 
work can perform brokering in order to find the set of match 
ing target filters based on the action/MIME type/URI 
combinations. Based on the query the invocation framework 
can return matching targets grouped by action. The result 
target information can include the target-key, presentation 
data (Such as the target icon and label), and target type indi 
cator. When the query specifies action(s), only targets that 
provide the specified action(s) need be returned. By one 
approach a query can be required to provide a MIME type, a 
URI, or both. These teachings will accommodate a query for 
specific target types (such as only applications or only view 
ers). In addition, these teachings will permit querying only for 
targets that Support menu actions such that the results can be 
displayed to the user for selection. 
0049. The aforementioned invocation brokering is the pro 
cess by which the invocation framework determines the set of 
candidate targets for an invocation or a target query. In order 
to resolve the candidates the invoke attributes can be com 
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pared to registered target filters. Target filters describe the 
kinds of invocations that a given target Supports. Targets that 
register filters may receive unbound invocations that match 
the filter criteria. That said, a target that does not register 
filters may still receive bound invocations. By one approach, 
when comparing invocations and filters the invocation frame 
work can consider both the action and the corresponding data 
(including both URI and MIME type). 
0050. By one approach the targets declare filters in order to 
describe the kinds of unbound invocation they support. To this 
end a target may specify a set of filters. Through unbound 
invocation (or query) a target will only receive invocations 
that match one of its filters. A filter, in turn, describes the 
action/MIME type/URI combinations for which the target 
Supports unbound invocation. For the sake of an illustrative 
example and without intending any specific limitations in 
these regards, an invocation target filter can by specified by: 
(1) at least one valid action; (2) at least one valid MIME type 
(though wildcard values may be accepted in these regards if 
desired); (3) auris prefix (the uri value must be a prefix of the 
invoke uri value in order to match (for example, file:// or 
http://localhost:port or file:///specific/path/); when the uri is 
not specified than an in-band uri (data://local) can be implied 
if desired); and, perhaps optionally, (4) an exts value describ 
ing the Supported file extensions expressed as a Suffix of the 
path in order to be a match. 
0051. The illustrative example presented in TABLE 2 
shows the declaration of a target with two filters. A first filter 
describes support for OPEN/VIEW of jpeg and png images 
sent via file URI. The second filter describes support for 
OPEN/VIEW of any file URI with the jpg or png extension. 

TABLE 2 

<invoke-target id="blackberry.imageview"> 

<filterc> 
<action-bb.action.VIEW-Faction> 
<action-bb.action.OPEN-J action> 
<mime-type-image.pngs/mime-types 
<mime-type-image pegs, mime-types 
<property var=“uris' value="file:///> 
<filterc> 
<filterc> 
<action-bb.action.VIEW-Faction> 
<action-bb.action.OPEN-J action> 
<mime-types/* < mime-types 
<property var=“uris' value="file:///> 
<property var="exts' value="png.jpeg 
<filterc> 

</invoke-target 

0.052 Invocation matching is the process by which the 
invocation framework broker determines candidate targets by 
comparing an invocation/query to such target filters. By one 
approach, for example, in order for a target to be considered 
a match, one of its filters must pass each of two matches for 
action and type. 
0053 A target filter can be considered an action match 
when either the action specified in the invoke matches one of 
the actions declared in the target filter or the invoke does not 
specify an action, and hence by default all filters are consid 
ered an action match. 
0054 As for type matching, when matching the invocation 
type the URI and MIME type can both considered. URI 
matching involves comparison of the “uris’ and “exts’ 
attributes of the filter against the “uri” attribute of the invo 
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cation. AURI, for example, can have the form <scheme>:// 
<hostd::sports/<path=<scheme>://<authority)/<paths. 
The foregoing presumes that a host and port are the authority. 
These values are used cumulatively in comparison Such that 
the uri is considered a match if any of the values specified in 
“uris’ is a prefix of the uri provided in the invoke. Similarly, 
if the filter specifies “exts' values it is considered a match if 
one of the “exts’ values is the suffix of the path element of the 
uri provided in the invoke. 
0055 A MIME type comparison, in turn, can be per 
formed between the MIME type provided in the invocation 
and the MIME type provided in the target filter. Both the 
invocation and the target filter may use a wildcard in the 
subtype of the MIME type if desired. Accordingly, by one 
approach, a target filter can be considered a type match when: 
(1) the invoke specifies a uri and a MIME type (or it can be 
inferred from the uri) and the filter has declared a matching 
type and the invoke uri matches a uri and ext declared in the 
filter (it being presumed that wild cards apply to MIME type 
matching, that if the MIME type is specified then the type is 
not inferred from uri, that the absence of a declared extin the 
filter implies an ext match, and the absence of the uri in either 
the invoke and filter implies data://local); (2) the invoke does 
not specify a MIME type (and it can’t be inferred from the 
uri), and the filter has declared matching uri and ext (presum 
ing the absence of the uri in either the invoke and filter implies 
data://local and the absence of a declared ext in the filter 
implies an ext match); or (3) the invoke does not specify auri 
and the filter has declared a matching type and has either not 
declared any uri (implies data://local) or has explicitly 
declared the uri-data://local. During an unbound invocation 
the invocation framework first brokers the invoke message 
using the matching rules to determine the set of applicable 
targets. 

Attribute Value 

priority p followed by a number 

target-key up to 50 characters based on 
the following grammar: 
target-name: 
<domain-KSub-domain 
sub-domain: MUL. 
.<domain-sub-domain 
domain: a-ZA-Z (a-ZA-ZU-9 )* 

target-filter string 

0056. Once the candidates have been identified the invo 
cation framework performs target selection by applying rules 
in order to identify a single candidate target for invocation. 
For example, the invocation framework may select the filter 
with the deepest/strongest URI match. (By one approach, for 
uris declared in target filters the invocation framework might 
only consider the scheme portion for comparison purposes to 
determine the strength of the match. In such a case the filters 
declared in the defaults file can be treated as the full length of 
the declared URI match. Using Such an approach the invoca 
tion framework can be assured that a default declaration can 
win a URI match.) 
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0057. If, however, more than one filter has the longest 
matching URI, then of those filters the filter with the deepest/ 
strongest MIME type match is selected (if desired, the type 
wildcard “” can be considered the weakest match, subtype 
wildcard “type? can be considered weak, and a match with 
out wildcards can be considered the strongest). If more than 
one filter has the strongest MIME type match then of those 
filters, the filter with the ext match is selected. If more than 
one filter has a matching ext then of those filters, the filter 
marked as default for that set offilter criteria is selected. If no 
filter has been identified as default then the oldest (first in) 
filter is selected as the match. 

0.058 By one approach, the invocation framework can 
associate a default target with each action/typefuri combina 
tion. Specifically, the invocation framework selects the first 
registration for an action/typefuri combination as a default. 
The default mechanism itself can comprise the static provi 
Sioning of specific default target filters in a corresponding file. 
This file can be configured to contain a priority-ordered set of 
filters to be considered “default' as defined by the target 
selection rules. Each entry in the defaults file can assume the 
form shown in TABLE 3 (with further characterizing infor 
mation appearing in TABLE 4). 

TABLE 3 

<priority>.json: { 
“target-key":<target-key>. 
“filter:<target-filters 

TABLE 4 

Decription Mandatory Example 

unique number yes p1 
indicating the 
order in which the 
filter should be 
applied (lower 
value - higher 
chance of being 
selected) 
unique identifier yes 
for the target 
against which the 
default filter is 
defined 

“com.acme..target 

description of the yes 
default filter 
values 

“actions=bb.action.VIEW:types=\uris= 
file:ff:exts=jpg: 

0059. These default target entries can be used, for 
example, during filter matching and target selection when the 
specified target has been registered with the invocation frame 
work. If no target matching the specified target-key has been 
registered, then, by one approach, the invocation framework 
can cache the default filter declaration until such time as a 
processing entity registers a corresponding target-key. 
0060 URI handling is the ability to direct a URI invoca 
tion based on the URI. A challenge in addressing the URI 
handling mechanism is providing the flexibility for applica 
tions (including 3rd parties) to handle certain URI schemes 
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and patterns while also maintaining sufficient control over the 
device experience. In order to balance these competing 
requirements the invocation framework can handle query and 
bound invocations on the one hand and unbound invocations 
on the other hand as follows. 
0061. When query and bound invocation is used the invo 
cation framework can apply only matching and return the 
results without performing target selection if desired. The 
client can then perform target selection and Subsequent bound 
invocation. FIG. 4 presents an illustrative example in these 
regards. 
0062. At 401 the control circuit 101 detecting an opportu 
nity to send a message with no recipient yet identified. As a 
simple example in these regards, an image file may have just 
become available and the device has a plurality of different 
image-processing applications available for use with Such an 
image file. 
0063. At 402 the control circuit 101 determines a domain 
context for the message because the invocation framework 
itself cannot natively intuit domain context from the available 
information. At 403 the control circuit 101 uses the domain 
context along with information corresponding to the message 
to query the invocation framework. 
0064. At 404 the control circuit 101 receives a plurality of 
possible recipients from the invocation framework and at 405 
the control circuit 101 presents at least some of the plurality of 
possible recipients via, for example, the aforementioned dis 
play 212. By one approach these possible recipients (which 
may comprise, for example, a variety of applications) can be 
presented via a corresponding menu to thereby facilitate the 
user selecting one such recipient. 
0065. It will be noted that the processes presented in FIGS. 
3 and 4 both offer approaches that can be applied when 
dealing with a message that lacks an identified recipient. The 
process described in FIG. 3, however, works to identify a 
specific, single, correct recipient whereas the process shown 
in FIG.4simply provides a suitable, worthy group of possible 
recipients on a display to thereby permit a user to make a 
corresponding selection. To illustrate the different by way of 
a specific example, when presenting an image file, the FIG.3 
process would operate to select a particular image-handling 
application whereas the FIG. 4 process would result in pre 
senting the user with a variety of available and suitable image 
handling applications. 
0066 By one approach the user can be provided with the 
ability to selectively invoke one or the other such process. For 
example, a first usergesture (such as a tap on a touch-sensitive 
display) could serve to invoke the FIG. 3 process and a sec 
ond, different user gesture (such as a tap-and-hold or a tap 
and-Swipe gesture on the touch-sensitive display) could serve 
to invoke the FIG. 4 process. 
0067. To illustrate by way of a non-limiting example, FIG. 
5 presents a display 212 that presently displays an opened 
email. One of the addressees of this email is “Jerome Pender 
grass” as denoted by reference numeral 501. By one 
approach, a quick tap on this name can serve to invoke the 
process set forth in FIG. 3. In this particular example, this 
process might identify an email application as being the one 
“best recipient application. Accordingly, a single tap on this 
person's name in this context could cause an email applica 
tion to open, perhaps with a new email draft with this person’s 
name pre-populated in the “to field. 
0068. If, however, the user performs a different gesture 
with respect to this name the process of FIG. 4 can be carried 
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out instead. For example, if the user executes a tap-and-hold 
gesture on this same name, instead of selecting a single recipi 
ent/application the process of FIG. 4 will return a variety of 
suitable candidate applications. As shown in FIG. 6, these 
various candidate applications 601 can appear on the display 
212 (as corresponding representative icons) in a correspond 
ing menu bar 602. So configured, the user can select one of the 
available applications 601 by tapping on the appropriate icon. 
0069. By one approach, and referring to FIGS. 7 and 8, if 
the user should instead execute a swipe gesture 701 that 
begins in the aforementioned menu bar 602, the menu area 
801 can expand to offer a less-abridged/condensed presenta 
tion of the candidate applications 601. Again, the user can 
select one of the available applications 601 in this expanded 
presentation by tapping on the desired application. 
0070. In the case of URI handling, the invoke message 
may be required to also contain the URI to be handled. In 
order to identify a single target during unbound invocation the 
invocation framework may apply corresponding rules for 
comparing target filters as described above. 
0071 Based on the selection rules, processing entities 
Such as applications that want to handle certain URI schemes 
can declare the supported scheme as part of the “uris' filter 
attribute. To protect key aspects of the device experience 
(such as the browser experience), the invocation framework 
can restrict the portion of the uri used during selection to the 
uri scheme only (by one approach, up to the first : '). During 
matching, the invocation framework will match the uri based 
on the fully specified prefix. However, during selection the 
invocation framework may consider only the scheme of the 
uri specified in the target filter. 
0072. In addition to URI handling, the invocation frame 
work can also support file handling based on file extension for 
invocations whose data is referenced by a URI with, for 
example, the scheme “file://. The invocation framework can 
support the declaration of target filters with the “exts’ 
attribute which defines a comma separated list of Supported 
file extensions. The filter is an attribute match when the file 
URI is suffixed with a file extension that matches any one of 
the extensions declared in the “exts' attribute. When the 
“exts attribute is defined, the filter implicitly supports the 
uris="file:/7 for those the declared extension cases. 
0073. The described invocation framework is highly flex 
ible in practice and will accommodate a wide range of modi 
fications and variations. By way of illustration a number of 
examples in these regards will now be provided. As before, 
these examples are provided for the purpose of illustrating the 
breadth of these teachings and are not intended to Suggest any 
particular limitations in these regards. 
0074. A typical modern processing platform will often 
hosta wide variety of different processingentities (both hard 
ware based and software based). Examples can include but 
are not limited to Subroutines as well as discrete applications 
and the like. By one approach these processing entities can 
have a corresponding private data area. Such a private data 
area can serve, for example, to store files for the correspond 
ing processing entity. Being “private other processing enti 
ties cannot access, in ordinary course. Such files and hence the 
integrity of these files is better assured. 
0075 That said, there are many operating circumstances 
that benefit by the sharing of Such information amongst pro 
cessing entities. By one approach a shared data area can serve 
to hold Such information. Being a shared area, information So 
placed can be readily shared amongst the processing entities. 
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There are numerous concerns that can arise when placing data 
in an intervening shared data area, however, including both 
security concerns and data-integrity concerns. 
0076 Generally speaking, a system administrator (such as 
the so-called root user (or Superuser) in a Unix-style operat 
ing system) can access private data areas with impunity. That 
said, freely invoking a system administrator-like entity to 
access a private data area to read data and/or write data can 
render the entire notion of “private” an empty premise. 
0077. By one approach, the present teachings can facilitate 
sharing information (such as, but not limited to, one or more 
files) between processing entities that each have a corre 
sponding private data area by having the aforementioned 
control circuit 101 place data corresponding to information 
from a first one of the private data areas for a first one of the 
processing entities directly into a second one of the private 
data areas for a second one of the processing entities without 
placing the data in an intervening shared data area and with 
out directly invoking a system administrator-like entity. In 
particular, the invocation framework can be employed to 
transfer a privately-owned file (or access to that file) to a 
receiver's private inbox such that the file is never exposed to 
other applications on the implementing platform. 
0078. By one approach the aforementioned data can com 
prise substantially all, or literally all, of the aforementioned 
information. For example, when the information comprises a 
file, the placed data can comprise the complete file. By one 
approach this can comprise copying the file from the first 
private data area such that the original file remains in the first 
private data area. These teachings will also accommodate, 
however, moving the original file from the first private data 
area such that the file no longer remains in the first private data 
area following the aforementioned placement of the file in the 
second private data area. 
0079. By one approach, and referring now to FIG. 9, in 
these regards the invocation framework can first ensure at 901 
that the file to be transferred is not already in a known shared 
area (in which case there is no need to transfer the already 
shared files using a higher-level approach and the process can 
halt the transfer or utilize another approach to effecting the 
transfer as desired). 
0080. If desired, at 902 the invocation framework can also 
require that the sender not have specified that the URI should 
be preserved. When true the process can provide for such 
other processing as may be useful to Suit the needs of a given 
application setting. 
0081. If the file is private, the invocation framework can 
then ensure at 903 that the sender actually has the appropriate 
access privileges to the file. So configured, the invocation 
framework will not transfera file to which the sender does not 
itself have access privileges. 
0082. The invocation framework can then create at 904 a 
private inbox (within, for example, the corresponding private 
data area) for the specified receiver. To do so the invocation 
framework can use the receiver's target-key 905 which is 
guaranteed to be unique within the perimeter of the system 
and which is mandatory for all invocation receivers in this 
example. 
0083. The invocation framework can also create at 906 a 
custom transaction directory for the file transfer to ensure that 
files of the same name will not be overwritten. As an illustra 
tive example in these regards, the invocation framework can 
create Such a target inbox using the associated target-key as 
the directory name as follows: 
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faccounts|<perimeters invoke?-Starget-key><invoke 
uid-:<invoke-gid drwXr-s--- (2750), ACL 
g:<target-gid:rwx 

I0084 Lastly, the invocation framework can then perform 
the transfer and 907. By one approach, when transferring files 
the invocation framework can place those files in a unique 
transaction directory to ensure that these files do not interfere 
in any way with existing transfers. By one approach this 
transaction directory can be named based on a unique trans 
action-identifier generated by the invocation framework. For 
example, the identifier can have a form that requires up to 15 
characters total, that carries the prefix "xa.” and where the 
suffix is up to 13 characters (for example, 
xa0123456789012). 
I0085. One illustrative example for creating such a trans 
action directory in the targets private inbox by the invocation 
framework is: 

faccounts|<perimeters invoke?-Starget-key>|<transaction-id 
<invoke-uid-:<invoke-gid-drwXr-s--- 
(2750), ACL-g:<target-gid-:rwX 

I0086. As noted above, these teachings contemplate effect 
ing such a transfer without directly invoking a system admin 
istrator-like entity. By one approach a so-called imposter 
capability can serve in these regards. Any protocol of choice 
can serve to vet the basic authorization of the entities that are 
participating in the planned transfer. The invocation frame 
work may accommodate, for example, an invitation-based 
process by which the owner of a file to be transferred/linked 
specifically identifies, in a deliberate and secure manner, a 
specific intended target to have access to the file. 
I0087. The invocation framework can then, at least tempo 
rarily, treat the receiving target as being the same as the 
sender. While permitting the receiver to act as an imposter in 
this way will then permit the desired placement of data to 
proceed without otherwise encountering security and autho 
rization obstacles, the entity acting as the imposter in fact 
lacks any power or authorization to act as a system adminis 
trator-like entity because neither party had such authority to 
begin with. 
I0088. By one approach the invocation framework creates, 
by default, a copy of the file with read and write permissions 
to the receiver. If desired, the invocation framework will 
accept an override to this default state by permitting, for 
example, the file to be placed with read-only limitations. The 
invocation framework then notifies the receiver by sending 
the receiving processing entity an invocation with an appro 
priate URI that points to the file in the receiver's private 
inbox. 

I0089. In addition to performing such a transfer between 
private data areas, if desired the invocation framework can 
also manage the creation and/or deletion of private target 
inboxes and the transferred data. By one approach, for 
example, the invocation framework can guarantee file avail 
ability for the life of the process that handles the invoke. Also 
if desired, once the target disconnects the invocation frame 
work can clean up the associated data. The invocation frame 
work can be configured, however, to permit targets to remove 
inbox files themselves prior to disconnecting if desired. Simi 
larly, and again if desired, when a target is uninstalled the 
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invocation framework can automatically clean up any asso 
ciated inbox artifacts as pertain to Such direct transfers. 
0090. By another related approach, in lieu of the foregoing 
or in combination therewith as desired, the invocation frame 
work can effect the desired result by placing in the second 
private data area data that comprises, at least in part, a direct 
link to the information in the first private data area. While 
potentially more internally efficient, this form of transfer can 
benefit from care in implementation as any update to the data 
in the file as it resides in the first private data area will be 
perceived by both processing entities, even post transfer. 
0091. When providing such a link, if desired the invoca 
tion framework can be configured to provide the link only in 
conjunction with read-only authorization to the receiving 
processing entity to thereby prohibit the latter from making 
changes to the original information in the sender's private 
data area. 
0092. In lieu of the foregoing approach to providing access 
to a file notwithstanding the use of private data areas, or in 
combination therewith as desired, these teachings will also 
accommodate the sharing of information that resides in a 
processing entity's private data area by pre-populating the 
private data area of many (orall) Such processing entities with 
a plurality of directories. Each of these directories can, in 
turn, have a one-to-one correspondence to a particular prede 
termined information recipient. Upon detecting that informa 
tion is placed in a given one of the plurality of directories, the 
control circuit 101 can then provide a link to a given one of the 
predetermined information recipients as corresponds to the 
given one of the plurality of directories where information has 
been placed to provide the corresponding predetermined 
information recipient with at least read access (and write 
access as well, if and when desired) to the information. 
0093. By one approach the foregoing predetermined infor 
mation recipients can each comprise a pre-registered infor 
mation recipient. These teachings are again very flexible in 
the foregoing regards and will accommodate, for example, 
having a search service comprise at least one of the pre 
registered information recipients if desired. 
0094 So configured, these various processing entities can 
each provide access to their private files to other processing 
entities in the form of a link that is directly placed in a 
corresponding directory that is itself located in the private 
data area of a desired recipient. As this link resides in a private 
data area, only the processing entity that owns that private 
data area has access to that link and hence to the linked 
information. 
0095. By way of an illustrative example, presuming these 
directories to be named sharewith directories, the aforemen 
tioned links can be created for each registered recipient using 
the format 
/accounts/1000<-perime/appdata/<app dname>/sharewith/ 
<service name>/ 
0096. These links point to a fanning out of directories 
elsewhere on the file system, one per launched application: 
/accounts/1000<-perime/sharewith/<service name>|<app 
dname>/ 

0097. Accordingly, using one or more of the above-de 
scribed approaches, the invocation framework will readily 
accommodate Supporting and maintaining private data areas 
on a per-processing entity basis while also facilitating the 
convenient and secure selective sharing of information stored 
within Such private areas. 
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0098. The present disclosure may be embodied in other 
specific forms without departing from its essential character 
istics. The described embodiments are to be considered in all 
respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of 
the disclosure is, therefore, indicated by the appended claims 
rather than by the foregoing description. All changes that 
come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the 
claims are to be embraced within their scope. 
We claim: 
1. A method comprising: 
by a control circuit: 

detecting a first opportunity to send a message with no 
recipient yet identified; 

identifying, without user input, a specific recipient from 
amongsta plurality of possible recipients of the mes 
Sage, 

sending the message to the specific recipient. 
2. The method of claim 1 wherein the plurality of possible 

recipients include, at least in part, a plurality of different 
processing entities. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein identifying the specific 
recipient from amongst the plurality of possible recipients 
comprises, at least in part, developing a pool comprising a 
plurality of candidate recipients as a function, at least in part, 
of metadata regarding at least some of the possible recipients. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein at least some of the 
metadata is self-sourced by the corresponding possible 
recipients. 

5. The method of claim 3 wherein identifying the specific 
recipient from amongst the plurality of possible recipients 
further comprises, at least in part, using at least one predeter 
mined selection criterion to select only one of the candidate 
recipients as the specific recipient. 

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising: 
by the control circuit: 

detecting a second opportunity to send a message with 
no recipient yet identified; 

determining a domain context for the message; 
use the domain context and information corresponding to 

the message to query an invocation framework that can 
not natively intuit domain context from the information; 

receiving from the invocation framework a plurality of 
possible recipients; 

presenting the plurality of possible recipients via a display. 
7. The method of claim 6 wherein the control circuit is 

configured to detect the first opportunity by detecting a first 
usergesture and to detect the second opportunity by detecting 
a second user gesture that is different from the first user 
gesture. 

8. A method comprising: 
by a control circuit: 

detecting a second opportunity to send a message with 
no recipient yet identified; 

determining a domain context for the message; 
using the domain context and information corresponding 

to the message to query an invocation framework that 
cannot natively intuit domain context from the informa 
tion; 

receiving from the invocation framework a plurality of 
possible recipients; 

presenting the plurality of possible recipients via a display. 
9. The method of claim 8 wherein at least some of the 

possible recipients comprise applications. 
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10. The method of claim 8 wherein the control circuit is 
configured to present the plurality of possible recipients via a 
corresponding menu. 

11. An apparatus having a plurality of processing entities 
comprising: 

a control circuit configured to effect at least one of a first 
process and a second process, wherein: 

the first process comprises: 
detecting a first opportunity to send a message with no 

recipient yet identified; 
identifying, without user input, a specific recipient from 

amongst a plurality of possible recipients of the mes 
Sage; and 

sending the message to the specific recipient; and 
the second process comprises: 

detecting a second opportunity to send a message with 
no recipient yet identified; 

determining a domain context for the message; 
using the domain context and information corresponding 

to the message to query an invocation framework that 
cannot natively intuit domain context from the informa 
tion; 
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receiving from the invocation framework a plurality of 
possible recipients; and 
presenting the plurality of possible recipients via a dis 

play. 
12. The apparatus of claim 11 wherein at least some of the 

recipients comprise processing entities that are different from 
one another. 

13. The apparatus of claim 11 wherein the control circuit is 
configured to effect either of the first process and the second 
process. 

14. The apparatus of claim 13 wherein the control circuit is 
further configured detect the first opportunity by detecting a 
first user gesture and to detect the second opportunity by 
detecting a second user gesture that is different from the first 
user gesture. 

15. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein the apparatus fur 
ther comprises a touch-sensitive display that operably 
couples to the control circuit and wherein the first usergesture 
and the second usergesture are touch-sensitive display-based 
gestures. 


